Agile Business Suite (AB Suite®)

Executive Brief
Applications as game changers

Applications rule the world
Companies release new apps designed to disrupt established business models every day by turning mobile access and ease of use into competitive differentiators. The speed with which these capabilities reach the market forces organizations to rethink how they deliver value to their customers: focusing on the long run is no longer sustainable – they must act quickly before an opportunity is lost to a much nimbler competitor.

It’s all about speed
Principles like Agile, scrum, sprint and DevOps enable development teams to roll out new functionality faster, helping the businesses they support more effectively anticipate and align with rapidly changing consumer and partner expectations.

Unisys Agile Business Suite (AB Suite) provides a low-code development environment organizations need to adopt and use these principles to quickly design, develop and release enterprise-class applications built to capitalize on change.

Think fast, act fast

With AB Suite, you can:

- **Accelerate the development process**: Using a model in which all elements are related, AB Suite facilitates optimal code reuse, enabling developers to build applications in far fewer statements than regular languages.
- **Spend less time maintaining code**: Changes made in the AB Suite model are checked for consistency before implementation, considerably minimizing testing.
- **Develop consistent, stable, high-performance applications**: The AB Suite build process performs additional consistency checks before building the complete solution, database, online transactions and batch programs and utilities.
- **Securely support large, high-transaction-volume applications**: AB Suite on ClearPath® MCP provides one of the safest and most secure operating environments available, delivering excellent runtime performance, exceptional data integrity and high levels of availability.
- **Increase agility**: AB Suite transforms the integrated specifications in the Model into a ready-to-use solution supported by such underlying software components as the ClearPath MCP environment, Microsoft® Windows®, Microsoft SQL Server® and the Microsoft .NET framework.
- **Integrate well**: AB Suite enables digital business with unparalleled integration with external applications, agencies and client-facing digital technologies.

For more information about Agile Business Suite, visit www.unisys.com/clearpath.